DISCLAIMER
This passage is written as a hyper-realistic observation on the near future of
the Western civilization, more specifically the United States. In no way are the
statements made ones of fact; they are just educated and calculated predictions
made with acumen and shrewdness towards western society, based on my own
critical thinking. Some may agree or disagree with my personal viewpoints and
predictions, but this is still fiction. I base my conclusions staunchly on the
trajectory of our current socioeconomic state as a country, as well as previous
examples laid out by specific events of our past.
Enjoy

Abraham Munch fueledbythought, 2020

Ⅰ
Anarchy: The Fall of The West

“War. War never changes.”
-Ron the Narrator, Fallout: New Vegas
The year is 2023, the third year of Joe Biden’s presidency, and social tension
has reached a breaking point in America. Radical progressivists and abolitionists
who managed to purchase their way to power by corruptly selling their lies to the
lowest possible bidders have become disgustingly wealthy by means of extortion.
The W2 employee is taxed at a whopping 60 percent. He cannot afford to
adequately provide for himself and his family without sacrificing massive amounts
of his own health and time simply because the oligarchy of malignant hellions in
Washington, through their criminal embezzlement of taxpayer dollars combined
with backdoor funding of domestic terror organizations such as ANTIFA have
further worsened the national debt to beyond irreversible levels. These are the
same puppeteers who have disbanded law enforcement departments nationwide.
This is the third consecutive year that the streets of the United States have been
ravaged with degenerate scum, murderers, rapists and hardened criminals alike.
“Black Lives Matter,” the largest and fastest-growing political uprising in history,
is now merely a used-up ploy that was coupled with Covid-19, which brought on
the biggest stock-market crash the world has ever seen (bigger than the 2008-09
economic recession), in a effort to annihilate the economy and stifle the likelihood
of Donald Trump winning the 2020 election.
In other words, America has been reduced to hell in a handbasket.
The “land of the free, home of the brave,” has been unequivocally torn apart by
warring factions, roving bands of criminals, and a holier-than-thou oligarchy of
globalists; making the once-mighty America get down on her hands and knees to

be pegged by now stronger, more powerful nations like China and Russia on a
whim.
Unfortunately for the globalists, the conversion of oil being traded in
petrodollars to the new monetary system established for bilateral trade between the
Chinese and Russian governments, along with several other countries has severely
challenged the dollar, causing a massive hike for the price of oil in the United
States. The “Green New Deal,” proposed back in 2019 by liberal, progressive
‘environmentalists,’ never gained real traction and was met with strong opposition.
It proved to be yet another waste of time and money. In reality, America is still
heavily dependent on assets like oil, skyrocketing the price per barrel to $221.87,
the absolute highest price of crude oil per barrel in US dollars the country has ever
seen. This is a staggering roughly one-and-a-half times the price per barrel during
the recession of 2008-09, when crude oil was $148.93 per barrel. Most
middle-class Americans, along with those living below the poverty line on the
welfare system who are reliant on oil have turned to thievery and crime to obtain
oil simply because it is too expensive to buy. Neighbors have turned into enemies
over oil, and men have been murdered in the name of black gold. These are indeed
tumultuous times we are living in.
Fast-forward two years later to 2025. The democratic election that has
occurred every four years in the United States since 1776 didn’t seem to be a
pressing issue in 2024. In fact, it mattered so little that an election never took place,
and the puppet Joe Biden remained the face of corruption. After all, America is no
longer a democracy. It’s an oligarchy. Americans are too busy scratching and
clawing for their lives and fighting endlessly against merciless tyrants and rogue
pirates to protect their tangible assets and defend their homes and families.
Americans are especially too busy to be worrying about things like foreign policy
anymore, and foreign operatives relay this information back to the superiors in
their homeland. The vastly-growing trade empire of China knows that America, the
most powerful country in the world, has fallen; just as the ancient, Germanic tribes
of the North knew of the day when Rome had internally collapsed.

To the Chinese, the ramshackle country of America was the perfect neighborhood
to buy up real estate. Unfortunately for us Americans, the Chinese never intended
to pay a single cent.
With defense spending reduced to approximately a quarter of what it was
during Donald Trump’s presidency (which was $738 billion), the United States
military was castrated and reduced to measures which are laughable when
compared to the military might of communist China. There are barbarians at the
gates, and our walls are crumbling. It is not uncommon for the US to occasionally
lose a trade vessel to Chinese torpedos, and it is not uncommon to witness several
Chinese high-altitude surveillance drones pass over a city. China is progressively
becoming more and more aggressive in their volleys of scare tactics against the
American people, yet the crime bosses in Washington are too busy bathing
themselves in our money to show any regard for the increasingly dangerous
Chinese military.
While we are busy indulging in our own figurative gluttony, group orgies and our
extremely weak, fearful, socialist bubble we have made for ourselves just as the
ancient Romans did at the height of Rome’s power and influence, there are indeed
barbarians at the gates waiting to kill us in the black of night. The have-nots are
foaming at the mouth with the desire to penetrate the borders of Uncle Sam’s
home, the Promised Land of the Lord, and ruthlessly eradicate the way of life that
threatens theirs.
“You can avoid reality, but you cannot avoid the consequences of avoiding
reality.”
-Ayn Rand

~

Ⅱ
Uprising

“A nation is born a stoic, and dies an epicurean.”
-Will Durant
A year later, 2026
With the reality of a Chinese invasion becoming more and more apparent,
the total and uncontrollable anarchy that ravages cities and towns, the financial
enslavement of the working-class by extortion through taxes, the complete and
utter marginalization of masculine men and the American oil crisis, the desperate,
strong and virtuous man is presented with three, very real scenarios:
Scenario 1: Revolt, Civil War
Captivate the hearts and minds of dreamers and desperados nationwide to
take up arms and ignite an uprising against the tyrants that have run America into
the ground; reconstitute the Western Society into one that is born again out of
strength and intolerant, warrior culture whose values align with those of our
Founding Fathers. For it is the cycle of history, played on loop in different
costumes every time.
Scenario 2: War with China
This would certainly be disastrous at best considering the chances of both
countries facing total nuclear annihilation are significant. However, what if nuclear
war was avoided? What if there was a ground-force confrontation on land, air and
sea? Invasion aside, one of the biggest flash-points identified by our top military
strategists currently is Taiwan. Taiwan has been a blemish on the face of China for
a long time now, and their massive economy and liberal democracy is growing to
become more of an imminent threat to China’s hardline, nationalistic government.

Even with defense spending reduced by 75 percent, I believe China would still be
well-matched by the United States in a full-scale war on all fronts. China has the
largest formal military in the world, with roughly 2.2 million active-duty personnel
as of 2020. The United States military has approximately as of 2020, one million
active-duty personnel. While the United States military has half the immediate
manpower compared to that of the People’s Liberation Army, we are neglecting to
account for the 393 million firearms held by US civilians alone, collectively
making up 46 percent of the worldwide total of civilian-held firearms, according to
Wikipedia. The United States is the world’s most heavily-armed society at around
90 firearms per 100 citizens, in an article on reuters.com. In contrast, the People’s
Republic of China has some of the world’s tightest gun-control regulations, and
citizens typically are prohibited from owning firearms.
It’s either the Red Army, or the Red-Necks. One man’s adversary is another man's
hero.
Scenario 3: Both (Death for All Who Welcome It)
It is simply the nature of the man who is weak emotionally, mentally,
physically and spiritually to avoid the problems that arise on the forefront of his
life. These men drop everything and run away from danger while the wolves are
out for blood. These are the men who now hold positions of political power in
America. These man-boys and empowered women are the main facilitators of
‘cancel culture’ in our country. They are the exact opposite of the strong warriors
needed to defend our way of life. While this may all be true, I seriously think that
the marginalization of stoic men has not reduced them as a population, but rather
has silenced them. America has plenty of strong men. It is the strong and virtuous
black men and the white, Christian men (both are equally oppressed in America
right now) that will answer the call of duty, staring into the face of adversity when
America truly reaches dire straits. America is at the lowest it has been historically,
but I have faith that the American men who build and create every day collectively
emit a strong enough willpower to defend their land with everything in them. It is
simple. The weak will die off, and the strong will survive, revive and rebuild.

“A shepherd must tend his flock, and at times, fight off the wolves.”
-Rev, Oliver, ‘The Patriot’
With any of the three scenarios listed above, America has indeed entered the
‘hard times’ cycle of history. As goes the poem by G. Michael Hopf, also used by
Stefan Aarnio in Hard Times Create Strong Men:
Hard Times Create Strong Men
Strong Men Create Good Times
Good Times Create Weak Men
Weak Men Create Hard Times
“The Strauss–Howe generational theory, also known as the Fourth Turning theory
or simply the Fourth Turning, describes a theorized recurring generation cycle in
American history and global history ... Each generational persona unleashes a new
era (called a turning) lasting around 20–22 years, in which a new social, political,
and economic climate exists. They are part of a larger cyclical "saeculum" ... spans
between 80 and 90 years, although some saecula have lasted longer). The theory
states that after every saeculum, a crisis recurs in American history, which is
followed by a recovery (high). During this recovery, institutions and
communitarian values are strong. Ultimately, succeeding generational archetypes
attack and weaken institutions in the name of autonomy and individualism, which
ultimately creates a tumultuous political environment that ripens conditions for
another crisis.”
(Strauss-Howe Generational Theory, Wikipedia)
America is currently experiencing the physical manifestation of the
Strauss-Howe Generational Theory. We are in the process of keeling over and
dying as an epicurean nation. Epicurean, by the way, simply means following the
philosophy of Epicurus. He preached the importance of living a happy and
peaceful life with no pain and no fear. It is not the epicurean I would entrust my
life to in a survival situation, but rather the gritty and resourceful stoic.

Ⅲ
Fallout

Based on the three scenarios that were described in the previous section, it is
safe to say that a considerable fallout would occur as a result of any of them. While
they are all very real, yet different outcomes, they all produce the same result. It
won’t be until the day that our western society collapses that the masculine men of
today are even more marginalized, our national debt increases by the
hundred-billion, and the progressives continue to push a more and more socialist
agenda.
This will be the exact time when the stoic and gritty men are needed. The
patriarchy that the cancel-culture of today loathes; the dads to pull the teenager out
of their sticky situation by the shirt collar, figuratively speaking. These are the men
who are vilified by empowered women and simp men, and are passed off as sexist,
racist, misogynistic, and xenophobic are going to be the only ones left to do the
dirty work and reestablish society.
The sensitive, fat, blue-haired, rude, selfish, entitled, homosexual, gender-neutral
wildebeast will meet the rude awakeing that nobody gives a fuck about them in a
survival situation because they offer zero valuable skills, and will be left for dead.
It is at this point and this point only will America be reborn out of the ashes of its
old ways as it restarts the cycle of the Strauss-Howe Generational Theory. The
strong will survive catastrophe, and the weak will cease to exist.
So long as America as we know it doesn’t become a newly-acquired Chinese
territory…
In the previous section I decided to remain somewhat optimistic about the
outcome of military altercations with China, but there still remains the great what if

question, “What if the US was invaded?” In order to fully constitute a hypothesis
that is accurate, the situation must be broken down a few different ways. This
includes the where, the how and the when.
The main plot of the ‘Fallout’ video game series, while including many
obvious elements of fiction, I believe actually does a pretty good job of portraying
realistic events that would happen during a war with China (shoutout to the
developers at Bethesda for that). The events are set 46 years in the future from
2066 to 2077, when a worldwide oil crisis stems into conflict between the People’s
Liberation Army and the US Military resulting in mutual destruction through
global nuclear war. The war is described as the ‘Sino-American War,’ ‘The Great
War,’ and ‘The War that Ended The Old World.’ The Sino-American War is
described by the Fallout Wiki as follows:
“The Sino-American War was a war involving the People’s Republic of China and
the United States as the two superpowers clashed in a struggle to control the last
remaining resources on Earth. The two key participants and their client states and
their annexed nations engaged in total war against each other, as both civilian and
military resources were harnessed to achieve victory over the other side, in a
struggle that was as much about resources as it was about ideology. The war was
marked by atrocities on both sides, both against foreign and domestic populations,
steady escalation of hostilities up to and including the use of nuclear, biological
and chemical weapons, and gradual transition of both states into totalitarian
dictatorships no different from each other.
Resource shortages made this a war of position, rather than maneuver. Trench
warfare was common, particularly in Alaska, and until new models of power armor
were introduced into the fray by United States forces, stalemates were extremely
common. Another distinguishing characteristic is that the Sino-American War
remains the most destructive war in human history. The Great War that was the
final act of the Sino-American War resulted in unprecedented casualties among
soldiers and civilians alike, due to the deployment of nuclear weapons on a global
scale. The Sino-American War can therefore be understood as the war that ended
the Old World.”

(Sino-American War, Fallout Wiki)
While many would consider it foolish to base an entire claim on a video
game plot that foreshadows the future, there are a lot of things to take into
consideration given our current global events. While I myself am not a political
analyst, I know enough about my beliefs and current events to have formed my
own educated opinion on the future of our western civilization. It is because of this
that I have made the decision to start as early as possible generating wealth,
hoarding assets instead of money that is vulnerable to inflation, and made the
decision to become the most powerful version of myself. I would suggest anybody
who has read this far to do the same.
As I have stated in the disclaimer, this passage is merely a hypothetical
depiction of the seemingly dark future of the western world. We are indeed
entering hard times, and the future of our country is at stake. The purpose of
writing this passage is not to tell people what I think is going to happen in 20 years
or less, but rather to educate anyone reading this on the dangerous effects of our
shift in societal values, from those of the stoic to those of the epicurean.
The course of history has been played many times, with each character garbed in a
different costume. America is next on the list of great civilizations that were born
as strong warrior culture and are condemned to die as a society that has strayed too
far from what made it glorious.

~

Readers,

It’s interesting to think about the fact that we as human beings are truly
limited in our time here on Earth; before we keel over and rot back into the same
compost pile our ancestors did. Most people choose to live in the moment, acting
like they will be 23 and not having a single care until the day they die.
For somebody who is passionately driven by their purpose, moral obligation to do
what is right, and their divine spirituality, there are two options for the long term,
life or death.
It is indeed a fact that one can live day to day and be dead simultaneously. This
happens when a person’s true, God-given purpose is not being fulfilled, goals are
not being set and their dreams are caged in the comfort zone.
Be a king, claim your stake, and command your life in every way possible.

-Abe Munch

